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1 Introduction

To date, there is no real consensus on how global and regional integration should actually be measured.

While a reading of the press might give the idea that countries are rapidly losing their national identities,

many data-based studies indicate that, in fact, national boundaries still play an enormous part in economic

life.1 These papers have their critics2 , and international trade is, in any case, only one aspect of integration,

but nevertheless, they do serve to indicate the need to develop simple and easily-interpreted measures to

quantify the processes at work.

This paper suggests a possible approach: the application of measures from the economic literature on

inequality or concentration - the Gini coe¢ cient and Lorenz curve - to trade data. This produces simple,

summary statistics, based on techniques familiar to most economists, which can be applied to a variety of

countries and industries, which can deal with the thorny problem of country size and which can be adapted

to provide a method for distinguishing between proper global integration and regional-based integration. In

addition, these are linked very closely both to the entropy-based measures of industrial concentration used in

the geographical literature and to the theoretical gravity model, with its roots in the �love of variety�approach

of the New Trade Theory.3

To understand the conceptual link between concentration/inequality measures of integration and the

variety-based approach, I suggest it helps to view global or regional integration as issues of market access.

Based on the assumption that consumers like to spread consumption over a wide number of varieties of a

good, then a concentrated trade pattern will only be observed when economic, political, geographical and

social factors intervene to make market access unequal across producers from di¤erent countries. From this

perspective, a market becomes more globalised as producers worldwide gain more equal access to that market.

1For example, McCallum�s classic (1995) study of trade patterns between Canadian provinces and US states, which indicated
that trade between Canadian provinces exceeds that with neighbouring US states by a factor of over 20, once correction is made
for size and distance, or Tre�er�s (1995) �missing trade�paper, which indicated a high degree of �home bias� in trading patterns
around the globe.

2See, for example, Hillberry, 1999, or Anderson and Van Wincoop, 2003.

3See, e.g. Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977, Krugman, 1979.
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If increasing access is only concentrated within a region of the world, then the market should be viewed as

regionalised.4

In section 2, I discuss existing approaches to the measurement of globalisation and regionalisation. In

section 3, I outline in principle the approach of this paper. Section 4 shows the algebraic development of this

method. Section 5 relates it to the theoretical gravity model and to entropy measures. In section 6, I carry

out some specimen calculations comparing the global and regional integration of a small sample of countries

across a range of industries, and compare the results with existing indices of globalisation.

2 The Measurement of Globalisation and Regionalisation

There is no single agreed set of measures of global and regional integration. Measures of globalisation range

from the purely trade-based measures to more ambitious composite indices, which take account of international

investment, cultural and social factors, political factors (e.g. membership of international political bodies) and

the like. This latter work was pioneered by A.T.Kearney for Foreign Policy magazine, and has since been joined

by the Warwick Globalisation Index.5 These indices provide useful insight into how various aspects of global

integration are proceeding over time, and �league tables�of how globalised various countries are according to

the various measures. According to the Warwick index, economic globalisation is led by Ireland, Belgium,

Hong Kong and Singapore, while the USA is not in the top 20. By contrast, while the smaller open countries

are still high in the list for overall globalisation, the UK is ranked 6th (as against 15th for overall globalisation)

and the USA 7th, while Russia appears at 19th for overall globalisation (again it is much lower on economic

globalisation). This immediately hints at an important issue: the economic globalisation measures appear to

be giving much higher weighting to small, open economies (such as Ireland, Belgium or Hong Kong) than to

larger economies - even despite quite sophisticated statistical attempts to correct for country size.

4Note that this paper uses a descriptive statistical approach to measuring globalisation. As such, it does not directly address
the question of whether a market is �unglobalised�due to trade barriers, as opposed to social/cultural barriers or geographical
isolation. In this regard, the conceptual approach is rather di¤erent to some studies - e.g. Riezman et al (2005) - which interpret
globalisation as meaning the absence of policy barriers only.

5See Lockwood, 2004, and Lockwood and Redoano, 2005.
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The issue of country size is even more marked when we look at standard economic measures of globalisation.

For example, openness is often measured in terms of the ratio (Exports + Imports)/GDP, or maybe just

Exports/GDP. Needless to say, most small economies are far more open on most measures than are large

economies. Often this is for obvious reasons: for example, a consumer in Luxembourg has no alternative to

buying a foreign-made automobile. However, even for countries which are not tiny, the variation in consumers�

tastes (or, alternatively, individual consumers� tastes for variety) mean that some purchases will be made

abroad, and the proportion of demand which will be met by imports is generally higher the smaller the

country is, due to there being more variety of products available abroad compared to at home. This will be

discussed in the next section.

Gravity models form an alternative, more complex means of assessing trade integration. In this case (see,

e.g. Deardor¤, 1983) trade �ows are regressed on country GDP, income per capita and distance between

each pair of countries. This model (which can be theoretically linked to the �love of variety�approach6) can

provide a means of providing an estimate of how open or closed the economy is after taking account of size and

remoteness - the most signi�cant terms which appear in a set of gravity equations are probably those on the

various country and regional dummy variables, which show how far countries�trade patterns di¤er from what

size and distance alone would indicate. Nevertheless, the gravity models do not provide a single punchline

�gure for easy cross-country comparisons. There is also a potential comment that, while correcting for the

e¤ects of remoteness may provide an improved estimate of the scale of man-made barriers to trade (tari¤s,

quotas, regulatory and cultural barriers), natural remoteness is a genuine factor in impeding globalisation of

some regions in particular: if we remove this e¤ect we will be overestimating the real progression of global

trade and in�uence into remoter parts of the planet.

Beyond this, there is the need to integrate more closely our analysis of global and regional patterns of trade.

This is particularly important in the comparison of the United States with the European Union economies.

This is illustrated in the comparisons between the UK and USA in Table 1, below. This compares the market

share taken by domestic producers and by regional producers for 9 product categories in the United Kingdom

6See Bergstrand (1989).
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and United States. In the case of the UK, �regional producers�is taken to mean the European Union states,

the 2005 accession states (whose accession process had already begun following the 1995 Europe Agreements)

and the other states of the European Economic Area. For the USA, �regional producers�includes Mexico and

Canada.

Table 1: share of domestic producers and regional producers in total sales, United Kingdom and United

States, 2001. (Data derived from GTAP version 6).

DOMESTIC Producers UK USA USA-UK

Food crops 47.3 84.1 36.8

Meat and dairy 90.8 96.0 5.2

Minerals 67.2 58.5 -8.6

Food products 83.4 95.3 9.0

Light manufactures 59.1 75.3 16.2

Heavy manufactures 60.0 79.4 19.4

Textiles 53.9 70.7 16.8

Metals 73.3 88.7 15.4

Services 95.6 98.6 3.0

REGIONAL producers

Food crops 73.4 89.4 16.0

Meat and dairy 95.1 98.1 2.9

Minerals 85.5 71.6 -13.9

Food products 96.3 96.7 0.4

Light manufactures 79.4 81.9 2.5

Heavy manufactures 86.3 86.3 -0.2

Textiles 73.1 74.8 1.6

Metals 86.5 92.4 5.9

Services 97.5 98.7 1.2

A key pattern is visible in virtually all sectors (except minerals, where North Sea oil plays a part). Domestic
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producers take a signi�cantly higher share of the market in the USA than in the UK. On standard measures of

trade openness, this would imply that the USA is less open than the UK. However, when regional producers

are included, there is very little di¤erence in most sectors except food crops (both countries rely between 70%

and 98% on domestic or regional producers across all sectors). This indicates that, while the UK is more open

to imports than the USA, this only applies to imports from the EU region. In terms of openness to the rest

of the World, Europe and North America do not di¤er vastly.

A central aim of this study is therefore to develop a set of measures of trade openness which take account

of di¤erences in country size, and which can distinguish between openness to a region and openness to global

trade.

3 Methodology

This paper concentrates solely upon trade-based measures of global and regional integration. It is therefore

less ambitious in its scope than the Foreign Policy or Warwick Globalisation Indices, not taking account of

foreign direct investment, cultural ties, political ties and so on. The aim of concentrating on trade-based

measures is to derive a simpler set of measures, but with a more cohesive theoretical backing, which is clearly

harder when one tries to take account of diverse aspects of international integration.

The central starting-point is a notion of economic integration based upon the degree of equality of access

producers in any market have to a particular market, as inferred from the concentration of trade. In particular:

De�nition 1 a country C�s market is said to be more highly integrated with region R, the more equal is the

inferred degree of access producers across R have to C�s market.

De�nition 2 a country C�s market is said to be more highly globally integrated the more equal is the inferred

degree of access producers anywhere in the World have to C�s market.

There is a well-established economic literature on measurement of inequality (see, for example, Atkinson,

1983). Amongst other measures are the Lorenz curve and the related Gini Coe¢ cient. The Lorenz curve
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of household income distribution, for example, is based upon ranking all households according to income.

The horizontal axis of the graph displays the cumulative number of households, starting with the poorest,

while the vertical axis shows cumulative income. As we move rightwards towards wealthier individuals, the

curve gets steeper. The Gini coe¢ cient is often interpreted as the ratio of the area between the Lorenz curve

and the straight line linking its two endpoints to the total area under the straight line. A Gini coe¢ cient

of zero indicates the Lorenz curve itself is straight, and there is perfect equality, while a Gini coe¢ cient of

one indicates complete inequality, with one household earning all the income. Typical coe¢ cients for income

distribution in advanced countries are between 0.25 and 0.45 (see World Bank).

When it comes to applying this approach to market access, we need to decide what variable we are using for

the horizontal axis. We could plot cumulative sales of, say, food products to the UK by all countries ranking

them according to sales in the UK per head of their own population.7 However, it may be better to start

simply by comparing production in di¤erent countries, and plotting total sales in the UK against total output

in a given sector by each country (ranked by share of production sold to the UK). This can be seen as a market

access equality measure, based upon the rather heroic assumption that all producers are of the same size (so

that countries with a higher level of observed output have a larger number of producers). This assumption is

essentially similar to those underlying the theoretical (variety-based) gravity approach (see Anderson and van

Wincoop 2003 or Bergstrand, 1989).

Figure 1, below, shows a Lorenz curve drawn in this way for sales of food crops in the UK in 2001. We can

see that the Lorenz curve lies well below the straight line for most of its length, and in fact the associated Gini

coe¢ cient is 0.82. On the basis of this high Gini coe¢ cient, we can say that the UK buys its food crops very

unevenly from di¤erent parts of the World, a conclusion which is perhaps unsurprising given the combination

of transport costs and trade barriers (associated with the Common Agricultural Policy) in this sector.

There are a number of appealing features about this approach. First, the Gini coe¢ cient is calculated from

a sum-of-squares formula (when it is not calculated directly from the Lorenz curve). This �ts in well with

7This approach - with its potentially more radical interpretation of globalisation - is perhaps also worthy of investigation.
Essentially, it would imply that the World economy can never be fully globalised until there is a high degree of equality in
incomes and productivity across countries.
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Lorenz Curves for food crop sales in UK, 2001.
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entropy-based measures used elsewhere in calculating, say, regional clustering of industrial production (see

Krugman, 1991). Secondly, like most sum-of-squares approaches, the Gini coe¢ cients can be decomposed into

within-sample and between-sample coe¢ cients, so that it is not di¢ cult to decompose a headline �gure for

inequality across countries in terms of market access to a particular country (say, the UK) into di¤erences in

market access between regions (say, Europe and the Rest of the World) and di¤erences within those regions.

In practice, this means that, as well as calculating a Global-based Gini coe¢ cient, we can calculate a regional-

based Gini coe¢ cient (splitting suppliers into European producers and the rest). If a high degree of the

inequality, as measured by the Lorenz curve in Figure 1 is in fact caused by a di¤erence between European

suppliers and non-European suppliers, then the regional-based Gini coe¢ cient will be much lower than the

Global-based Gini coe¢ cient. This is explained in more technical terms in the next section.
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4 Application to measurement of globalisation and regionalisation

I intend to calculate these measures on a sector-by-sector basis, to tell both which countries and which sectors

are more integrated globally and/or regionally. I denote the importing country as h, but for most purposes I

drop subscripts identifying the importing country, for simplicity. We are therefore comparing sales of goods

in a particular class from country c to country h, which I denote by xc. Note that c includes country h, so

that xh is home sales by producers in h. There are C countries in total, so c = 1:::C. Country d denominates

another country in the set c.

I am comparing c�s sales in country h (xc) with the overall level of output in exporting country c, yc.

4.1 Globalisation

The Gini coe¢ cient for inequality between individuals can be calculated by the formula

G = [
X
i

X
j

q
(mi �mj)2]=(2n

2�); (1)

where mi denotes income of individual i, mj is income of individual j, n is the number of individuals and

� =
X
i

mi=n: (2)

This formula needs adapting for trade between countries, as they vary signi�cantly in size. I am assuming

there are C countries (c = 1:::C), where importing country h is a member of this set, and that the level of

output in the industry concerned within country c is yc. Imports into country h from country c are denoted xc.

I will assume (rather courageously) that all �rms within country c are identical, of size 1 unit. Consequently,

exports per �rm are xc=yc, and there are yc �rms in country c. Total world output (which equals the number

of �rms) is

Y =
X
c

yc: (3)
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Mean sales in the UK per �rm worldwide are

M =
X
c

xc=Y: (4)

Total world exports to the UK

X =
X
c

xc: (5)

We therefore have a Gini coe¢ cient of

G = [
X
c

X
d

ycyd
p
((xc=yc)� (xd=yd))2]=(2Y 2

X
c

xc=Y )

= [
X
c

X
d

ycyd
p
((xc=yc)� (xd=yd))2]=(2Y X): (6)

I will denote this Gini coe¢ cient GG (the �globalisation Gini�). If Britain�s consumption within the industry

is �totally globalised�we would expect GG = 0.8

4.2 Home bias and regionalisation

An interesting question is what proportion of the inequality captured in the globalisation Gini coe¢ cient is

in fact explained by either a) �home bias�(the di¤erence in market access between the home nation, H, and

the rest of the World, N) or b) �regionalisation�: the di¤erence between one subset of countries, c � R , the

�region�(for example the European Union), and the Rest of the World, c � N: I suggest that the globalisation

Gini can e¤ectively be decomposed by showing how closely the overall Gini coe¢ cient corresponds to those

based upon either a home country/other countries breakdown or a home country/region/rest of the World

breakdown. I consider these.

8Note, Ogwang (2000) has also suggested a procedure for estimating Gini coe¢ cients by a weighted least squares procedure
using ranked data, and of deriving their standard errors. This is, however, based upon single observations (whereas we are
e¤ectively counting a country with output yc as having yc observations), so the procedure would require some modi�cation.
Nevertheless, there is an interesting avenue of research linking these coe¢ cients to empirical trade models (of the theory-based
gravity kind). In particular, it may give a possible avenue of approach using gravity coe¢ cients to decompose the �causes�
of di¤erences in global or regional integration across countries (in terms of remoteness, language and cultural ties, trade bloc
membership, protection etc.).
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Home bias There is strong evidence (McCallum, 1995, Tre�er, 1995), that considerable �home bias� is

present in gravity models of trade, and this applies even within regional trade blocs.9 This would indicate

that we would expect a split between H and N to provide a high Gini coe¢ cient, so that home producers are

considerably favoured compared to foreigners.

One approach to measuring this is simply to take total output and total sales to the importing country

from regions H and N - which I here denote as xh; xn; yh and yn respectively. Again, note that

xh + xn = X; (7a)

yh + yn = Y: (7b)

We can therefore de�ne a �Home-Based Gini�(HBG) as

HBG = [yhyn
p
((xh=yh)� (xn=yn))2]=(2Y X): (8)

This method is essentially approximating the Lorenz curve with two straight-line sections, one for the

home country, H, which almost certainly lies at the right end of the horizontal axis, and one for the rest of

the World, N 0 (de�ned as excluding H, but including R, so that N 0 = R \N). The approximation will work

better the more equal are the ratios of sales/production for each of the countries within H and each of the

countries within the Rest of the World.

The HBG measure should be more closely related to standard openness measures,10 though with a correc-

tion for country size. It would therefore not be surprising if HBG measures corresponded closely to existing

league tables of economic globalisation.

9Brenton et al (2001).

10Such as (exports+ imports)=GDP .
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4.2.1 Regional bias

As an intermediate measure between HBG and GG, it is also worth considering a �Home-and-Region-Based

Gini� (HRBG). This splits the World into three blocs: the Home country, H, the rest of the Region, R,

within which H is situated and the Rest of the World, N . If HRBG is substantially higher than HBG, then

it indicates that there is a signi�cant di¤erence in access to H�s market for �rms in R compared to those in

N . If HRBG is also close to GG, then we can essentially say that the country�s trade patterns are dominated

by regionalisation. By contrast, if GG is still considerably greater than HRGB, then this suggests that there

are considerable concentration features in the trade pattern which are not captured by simply the three-way

split.

5 Relationship to the existing trade theories and measures

5.1 The �love of variety�model and theoretical gravity model

The �love of variety�model (Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977) is widely applied to explain the prevalence of intra-industry

trade, particularly in di¤erentiated goods among advanced economies. In each country, a �representative�

consumer has a utility function characterised by a constant elasticity of substitution among di¤erent goods

varieties. Taking one version of this model (Edwards, 2005), we can represent utility in country cc by

Ucc =

"X
c

X
g2c
((1� �c;cc)Qg;cc)(��1)=�

#�=(��1)
; (9)

where � is the elasticity of substitution between goods varieties, Qg;cc is the volume of goods produced by g

consumed in cc and �c;cc is an iceberg cost reducing by a �xed proportion the usable value of all goods from

country c consumed in cc. With a Dixit-Stiglitz framework, the assumed value for � must exceed unity, with

the corresponding substitution parameter, � = (� � 1)=�; lying between 0 and 1.

Assuming the price of producing goods in country c is Pc, the turnover of a typical �rm is Tc, the value of
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exports from c to cc is xc;cc, total demand in cc is Xcc and total output in c is yc, then we can write

xc;cc = (1� �c;cc)(��1)ycXccT�1c P 1��c ���1cc ; (10)

where �cc is the CES aggregate price of utility in country cc. On the simplifying assumptions that costs and

�rm scale are equal across countries, T
C
= T , Pc = P , taking logs, and assuming

ln(1� �c;cc) = a� b ln dc;cc + "c;cc; (11)

where dc;cc is distance, it is straightforward to show that this is equivalent to a theoretical gravity model, with

coe¢ cients on importing country demand and exporting country equal to unity.

Now consider a situation where Pc = 1 and Tc = 1 for all c, so that the love of variety and trade costs

(including transport, tari¤s and non-tari¤ barriers) are the sole factors determining trade. In this case,

xc;cc = (1� �c;cc)(��1)ycXcc���1cc ; (10a)

and since X
c

xc;cc = Xcc;

it follows that

Xcc = (1� �c;cc)(��1)ycXcc���1cc : (12)

By deriving an expression for �cc and substituting in for it, we can show that the Global Gini for country cc,

GGcc, is a weighted measure of the relative variability of trade costs:

GGcc = (
X
c

X
d

ycyd

q
((1� �c;cc)(��1) � (1� �d;cc)(��1))2)(Y=(

X
c

(1� �c;cc)(��1)yc)): (13)

The derivation of (13) is shown in Appendix 2.
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5.2 The Krugman specialisation index

Before looking at some illustrative calculations based upon the Gini approach, it is worth noting that a closely-

related approach is already in use for measuring the spatial specialisation in a particular industry: notably

the Krugman concentration index.11 This takes the form

Kcd =
X
z

p
szc � szd; (14)

where K is the Krugman index, c and d are the two regions and szc and szd represent the shares of industry z

in total employment in each region respectively. A comparison with (1) shows this is algebraically very close

to a Gini measure.

Gini coe¢ cients per se are also used for measuring regional specialisation.12

6 Some illustrative calculations

In this section, I carry out some specimen calculations of these Gini coe¢ cients using cross-sectional trade data

for 2001 drawn from the GTAP version 6 database.13 The calculations are based upon a somewhat aggregated

version of the GTAP database, with 9 product categories14 and 39 regions.15 The intention is to give some

illustrative calculations, and in particular I have concentrated upon access into 8 markets: The UK, Belgium,

Ireland (two small EU countries which �gure top on the Warwick �trade-based globalisation�rankings), Canada

11See Krugman, 1991. A clear explanation is also available online from the German Centre for European Integration Studies
(ZEI) at http://www.zei.de/download/Phare/data.pdf

12See Devereux et al, 1999.

13GTAP is the Global Trade Analysis Project, based in Purdue, Illinois.

14Food crops, animal products, minerals, food products, light manufacturing, heavy manufacturing, textiles, metals, services.

15UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Netherlands, Belgium, Portugal, Greece, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Austria, Ireland,
Poland, Czech Rep, Hungary, Other European Union, Other Western Europe, South-East European Countries, Turkey, CIS,
USA, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Other Latin America, South Africa, OtherAfrica, Middle East and North Africa,
India, South Asia, South-East Asia, East Asia, Japan, China, Australia/New Zealand.
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(smaller NAFTA country), Japan (large non-EU, non-NAFTA country), Turkey (EU accession candidate),

India and China (large, formerly closed, now opening up fast to trade). The scores and rankings of these 8

countries in the 2001 Warwick Index for Economic Globalisation are as follows:
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Table 2: Warwick Economic Globalisation scores for selected countries, 2001.

Country Score Ranking

UK 0.272 15

Belgium 0.664 2

Ireland 0.779 1

USA 0.210 58

Canada 0.240 32

Japan 0.184 93

Turkey n.a n/a

India 0.214 49

China 0.244 30

For these simple, specimen calculations, the only regional trade blocs I look at are the European Union

(15 members as of 2001, to which Ireland, Belgium and the UK belonged) and NAFTA (to which Canada and

the USA belonged).

The tables in the Appendix show the estimated Gini coe¢ cients for equality of market access in imports

for our 8 selected countries for each of the 9 industries. In each case, I calculate 3 Ginis: the Global-Based

Gini, GG, the Regional-Based Gini, HRBG, (which only di¤ers from the former for those countries which are

members of the EU or NAFTA) and a third Gini calculating using a Home-Rest of World split, HBG.

Taking crude arithmetic averages across our 8 specimen countries, the average Gini coe¢ cients by industry

are as follows:
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Table 3: Gini coe¢ cients - average by industry

Industry Home/Foreign Home/Regional Global

HBG HRBG GG

Food crops 0.66 0.76 0.87

Meat/dairy 0.85 0.88 0.93

Minerals 0.47 0.52 0.84

Food Prods 0.78 0.84 0.90

Lt Man 0.49 0.57 0.73

Hvy man 0.46 0.58 0.70

Textiles 0.47 0.57 0.75

Metals 0.62 0.70 0.82

Services 0.87 0.88 0.90

The meat and dairy sector is the least globalised sector (on all measures), partly re�ecting protectionism,

partly the e¤ect of sanitary and phytosanitary standards and partly transport costs. Food products follow for

similar reasons. Services and food crops are also relatively low in terms of equality of market access. At the

other extreme, minerals are probably the most open sector on the �rst two measures (though interestingly, not

on the Global Gini), while textiles (even despite the multi-�bre agreements) and light and heavy manufacturing

were relatively open.

Comparing di¤erent countries, in table 4 I have calculated the crude averages of sectoral Gini coe¢ cients

including and excluding minerals.
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Table 4a: overall average Gini scores across all sectors

Overall Home/Foreign Home/Regional Global

HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.67 0.75 0.84

Belgium 0.39 0.58 0.77

Ireland 0.47 0.70 0.84

USA 0.62 0.65 0.69

Canada 0.68 0.79 0.84

Japan 0.70 0.70 0.83

Turkey 0.55 0.55 0.86

India 0.77 0.77 0.91

China 0.81 0.81 0.85

Table 4b: overall average Gini scores excluding minerals

Excluding Minerals Home/Foreign Home/Regional Global

HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.67 0.76 0.83

Belgium 0.44 0.64 0.77

Ireland 0.51 0.74 0.84

USA 0.64 0.66 0.69

Canada 0.68 0.79 0.84

Japan 0.69 0.69 0.83

Turkey 0.60 0.60 0.86

India 0.80 0.80 0.90

China 0.81 0.81 0.86

Perhaps the most important insight from a �rst look at Tables 4a-b is that, while Belgium and Ireland

might appear to be o¤ering by far the easiest access to their markets for foreigners (as shown in the �rst

column), this foreign access is in fact dominated by other EU producers. �Corrected�for the role of regional
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Comparative Lorenz Curves for food crops: UK, Ireland
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producers, Belgium is only marginally more equal in the access it gives than the USA, while Ireland is distinctly

average in our group of countries. This e¤ect can be seen in Figure 2, below, which shows the Lorenz curves

for the UK, Ireland and Belgium in the case of food crops. In fact, Ireland�s consumption in this sector is

even more heavily concentrated than that of the UK, as seen by the fact that its curve lies below the other

two. This re�ects the e¤ects not just of home and regional bias, but of the domination of the UK in Ireland�s

intra-regional trade.

A comparison of country rankings, based on a crude average of sectoral Ginis is quite informative here.

The Home/Foreign Ginis, which ignore regionalism, agree with the Warwick rankings in placing Belgium and

Ireland at 1 and 2 (compared to 2 and 1 respectively in te Warwick table), but the USA appears far more

globalised on our measure (ranked 4th instead of 6th, and ahead of the UK and Canada). Once �correction�

is made for the impact of regional trade, the USA, in fact, overtakes Ireland to be the third most globalised

economy (Turkey being the most globalised) of the 8. Indeed, the Global Gini, taking account also of uneven

distributions of trade within the Region and within the rest of the World, actually show the USA as the most
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globalised of our specimen economies. Ireland, by contrast, trades very heavily with the UK, and its apparent

openness in terms of trade share of GDP is to some degree a statistical illusion. At the other end of the table,

our measures agree with the conclusions of the Warwick study regarding Japan and India. The calculations

do not really uphold the Warwick picture of China as a globalised economy - it really only ranks ahead of

India on Global trade in our sample.

Table 5: A comparison of country rankings

Rankings Warwick Home/Foreign Ginis With regional Global

HBG HRBG GG

UK 3 5 5 3=

Belgium 2 1 2 2

Ireland 1 2 4 5=

USA 7 4 3 1

Canada 5 6 7 5=

Japan 8 7 6 3=

Turkey na 3 1 7=

India 6 8 8 9

China 4 9 9 7=

7 Further Issues

The results above may require some further re�nement: for example, more sophisticated treatment of region-

alism (to take account of looser trade bloc association and the like). This may require a multi-layer breakdown

of regions.

A word of caution is needed in the �equality of access�interpretation of the Gini coe¢ cients. If a large,

foreign producer has a very sheltered market, due either to protectionism or to transport costs, its own

production may be large but little may be exported (as it is uncompetitive). This would reduce the calculated

Gini coe¢ cients for trade for all other countries. In principle, it might be worth exploring ways to correct for
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this, although this would reduce the simplicity of the Gini approach.16

There is an issue over the treatment of very large countries. In particular, in this study, the United States

economy is being treated as a unit in the calculations. In practice, it may well be that results might be altered

by splitting it into subregions, so that, for example, Californian producers would be expected to have less

access to New York markets than New York or New Jersey producers. The precise e¤ect this would have on

�equality of access�measures would probably require some further data analysis and simulation work.

The link between Gini coe¢ cients and regression analysis (as outlined, for example, in the Ogwang, 2000,

paper) may also be a fruitful route for investigation. In particular, it may well be possible to derive Gini

coe¢ cients from a variety of �theoretical gravity�equations, with and without distance e¤ects, regional e¤ects,

tari¤s and the like, and in this way to decompose the �causes�of global and regional integration and their

changes over time.
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Appendix 1: Summary tables of Gini coe¢ cients for the 9 speci-
men countries.

a: Food crops

Food Crops HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.47 0.66 0.82

Belgium 0.22 0.46 0.76

Ireland 0.55 0.77 0.89

USA 0.74 0.78 0.85

Canada 0.56 0.80 0.88

Japan 0.82 0.82 0.90

Turkey 0.82 0.82 0.93

India 0.92 0.92 0.98

China 0.80 0.80 0.82

b: Meat and Dairy

Meat and Dairy HRG HRBG GG

UK 0.88 0.91 0.95

Belgium 0.81 0.89 0.95

Ireland 0.92 0.96 0.98

USA 0.76 0.78 0.79

Canada 0.90 0.93 0.96

Japan 0.90 0.90 0.95

Turkey 0.72 0.72 0.92

India 0.93 0.93 0.99

China 0.86 0.86 0.87
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c: Minerals

Minerals HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.65 0.66 0.90

Belgium 0.02 0.08 0.72

Ireland 0.08 0.38 0.87

USA 0.46 0.55 0.69

Canada 0.73 0.75 0.88

Japan 0.80 0.80 0.82

Turkey 0.15 0.15 0.86

India 0.54 0.54 0.96

China 0.77 0.77 0.84

d: Food products

Food Products HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.82 0.88 0.91

Belgium 0.59 0.81 0.90

Ireland 0.66 0.86 0.92

USA 0.72 0.73 0.74

Canada 0.82 0.87 0.90

Japan 0.75 0.75 0.88

Turkey 0.86 0.86 0.96

India 0.93 0.93 0.98

China 0.91 0.91 0.92
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e: Light manufactures

Light Manufactures HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.55 0.64 0.72

Belgium 0.24 0.44 0.62

Ireland 0.17 0.44 0.67

USA 0.52 0.56 0.61

Canada 0.60 0.74 0.78

Japan 0.61 0.61 0.80

Turkey 0.30 0.30 0.73

India 0.69 0.69 0.83

China 0.69 0.69 0.80

f: Heavy manufactures

Heavy Manufactures HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.56 0.70 0.74

Belgium 0.16 0.54 0.62

Ireland 0.41 0.63 0.73

USA 0.53 0.57 0.59

Canada 0.38 0.65 0.68

Japan 0.49 0.49 0.65

Turkey 0.33 0.33 0.76

India 0.50 0.50 0.71

China 0.78 0.78 0.84
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g) Textiles

Textiles HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.51 0.62 0.77

Belgium 0.18 0.42 0.62

Ireland 0.15 0.62 0.78

USA 0.53 0.55 0.64

Canada 0.57 0.62 0.71

Japan 0.55 0.55 0.77

Turkey 0.31 0.31 0.78

India 0.73 0.73 0.87

China 0.70 0.70 0.77

h: Metals

Metals HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.70 0.75 0.82

Belgium 0.45 0.69 0.80

Ireland 0.47 0.78 0.88

USA 0.66 0.68 0.70

Canada 0.65 0.79 0.82

Japan 0.47 0.47 0.74

Turkey 0.54 0.54 0.89

India 0.79 0.79 0.91

China 0.81 0.81 0.86
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i) Services

Services HBG HRBG GG

UK 0.90 0.91 0.92

Belgium 0.86 0.89 0.91

Ireland 0.78 0.82 0.87

USA 0.63 0.63 0.63

Canada 0.93 0.94 0.95

Japan 0.91 0.91 0.93

Turkey 0.91 0.91 0.94

India 0.94 0.94 0.96

China 0.93 0.93 0.96
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Appendix 2: Derivation of the Gini coe¢ cient in terms of trade
costs.
Consider a situation where Pc = 1 and Tc = 1 for all c. We have shown in the main paper that

xc;cc = (1� �c;cc)(��1)ycXcc���1cc ; (10a)

and since X
c

xc;cc = Xcc;

it follows that

Xcc = (1� �c;cc)(��1)ycXcc���1cc :

Expressions can be found for the price index in country cc, �cc , and a value for what it would equal if there

were no trade costs, ��cc :

�cc = (
X
c

(1� �c;cc)(��1)yc)1=1��;

��cc = (
X
c

yc)
1=1�� = Y 1=1��:

Noting that

xc;cc=ycXcc = (1� �c;cc)(��1)���1cc ; (12)

we can substitute into the formula for the Global Gini:

GGcc = (
X
c

X
d

ycyd

q
((xc;cc=yc)� (xd;cc=yd))2)=XccY;

= (
X
c

X
d

ycyd

q
((1� �c;cc)(��1) � (1� �d;cc)(��1))2)(�cc=��cc)��1;

= (
X
c

X
d

ycyd

q
((1� �c;cc)(��1) � (1� �d;cc)(��1))2)(Y=(

X
c

(1� �c;cc)(��1)yc)): (13)
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